With the iStrada paperless ticketing App, your drivers can:

- Assign a device to a truck
- Clock in and clock out
- Fill in DIVR form
- Call or text dispatchers/other drivers
- Present paperless tickets for digital signature
- Present batch weights when required
- Email tickets
- Record water added at site
- Take reference photos of job site
- Collect and record payments
- Have route guidance
- Time stamp every status
- Have inspection record filled in by inspectors
With iStrada.net,

Contractors/Builders can:
- Place orders
- Check real-time job delivery updates
- Track trucks on a map in real time
- Receive delivery tickets via email
- View concrete inspection records
- Review archived delivery tickets
- Pay invoices online

Users: Job Site Foreman, Inspectors, Managers, Owners

Concrete Producers can:
- Track trucks on a map in real time (GPS)
- Update delivery tickets in real time
- View batch weights and signed tickets
- Call or text drivers from trucking tracking screen
- Email signed tickets
- Search tickets, new and old
- See plant production and job delivery
- Review inspection reports
- Check daily DVIR reports
- Grant customers/inspectors/DOT officials access to real time delivery information.

Users: Dispatchers, Plant Managers, Operation Managers, A/P, A/R, Drivers, Hourly Employees, Senior Executives, Owners

Inspectors/DOT officials can:
- Pinpoint locations for each job
- Check real-time job deliveries
- Track each delivery on map
- Review signed tickets with batch weights
- Add inspection data at plant and job site
- Review inspection records
- Review archived tickets
- Email or export tickets

iStrada can be integrated with most dispatch or batching software, some GPS solutions and accounting programs. It also provides third party APIs for various integrations.